
Few-shot and zero-shot learning for 
historical text normalization

Main task

● Mapping words in historical 
text to modern equivalent
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Auxiliary tasks

● Autoencoding (Wikipedia data)
● Grapheme-to-phoneme mapping 

(Deri & Knight, 2016)
● Lemmatization (UniMorph data)

● Eight languages (Bollmann, 2019)

Normalization accuracy on English
by number of shared components

We analyze different
multi-task learning strategies

for a low-resource
sequence-to-sequence task.
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We find empirically that
sharing more is better.
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t h a y r <S> t h e i r

t h e i r </S> We use a standard, character-level
encoder–decoder architecture

and look at what to share.

Model

➢  English
➢  German
➢  Hungarian
➢  Icelandic

➢  Portuguese
➢  Slovene
➢  Spanish
➢  Swedish

We divide the model into six components and examine all possible 
combinations of sharing vs. not sharing each component.

“Sharing” means that the same parameters (e.g. weight matrices) 
are used for main and auxiliary tasks, “not sharing” means that 
parameters are kept separate for each task.

all (6)

none (0)

Error reduction by auxiliary task
(over all languages, for the best-
performing model configuration)

Results

Sharing all but one component is best on average.

The best-performing configuration is sharing everything except the 
target embeddings, but we see comparable results when keeping a 
task-specific decoder or prediction layer instead.

Training data for the main task is limited to 1000 tokens here.

However, the beneficial effect of
multi-task learning goes away with

more (main task) training data.

MTL mainly helps the model learn the autoencoding part of the 
normalization task, as the error reduction is highest for the subset 
of tokens that stay identical in the normalization.

Error reduction by training set size
(avg. over all languages, for the best-

performing model configuration)

Non-identity subset:
tokens that require changing 
characters in the normalization

Average over all tokens

Identity subset:
tokens that should stay identical 
according to the reference 
normalization
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